Faster protein folding using enhanced conformational sampling of molecular dynamics simulation.
In this study, we applied swarm particle-like molecular dynamics (SPMD) approach to enhance conformational sampling of replica exchange simulations. In particular, the approach showed significant improvement in sampling efficiency of conformational phase space when combined with replica exchange method (REM) in computer simulation of peptide/protein folding. First we introduce the augmented dynamical system of equations, and demonstrate the stability of the algorithm. Then, we illustrate the approach by using different fully atomistic and coarse-grained model systems, comparing them with the standard replica exchange method. In addition, we applied SPMD simulation to calculate the time correlation functions of the transitions in a two dimensional surface to demonstrate the enhancement of transition path sampling. Our results showed that folded structure can be obtained in a shorter simulation time using the new method when compared with non-augmented dynamical system. Typically, in less than 0.5 ns using replica exchange runs assuming that native folded structure is known and within simulation time scale of 40 ns in the case of blind structure prediction. Furthermore, the root mean square deviations from the reference structures were less than 2Å. To demonstrate the performance of new method, we also implemented three simulation protocols using CHARMM software. Comparisons are also performed with standard targeted molecular dynamics simulation method.